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Abstract (en)
[origin: US6398530B1] In order to improve a compressor comprising a scroll compressor with a first compressor member and a second compressor
member, a drive with a drive motor and an entraining unit which has an entraining member moving on an entraining path and an entraining member
receiving means arranged on the second compressor member, wherein the compressor member receiving means is movable in a radial direction in
relation to the central axis with a radial degree of freedom in relation to the entraining member, in such a manner that this can be produced as simply
as possible and operates as reliably as possible it is suggested that the entraining member have an entraining member surface curved convexly in a
direction transverse to the central axis in a direction of rotation, that the entraining member receiving means be non-rotatably arranged in relation to
the second compressor member and have an entraining surface which surrounds the entraining member in a ring shape and on which the entraining
member surface bears by always acting upon it with a force only in an orbiting subsection and that a space exist between the entraining member
and the entraining surface outside the subsection acted upon with a force.
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